Those Scandalous Scandals

The 1950 Sooner Scandals played to a full house in Holmberg Hall March 3-4 as fine and fitting a finale to Now or Never Week as has been seen in some time. The Scandals and Week were sponsored by the Union Activities Board.

For the uninitiated, Now or Never Week gives the gals a chance to play turnabout and the Scandals gives the gals a ready made place to ask that nice young man.

Awards were made for the best acts in the Scandals. Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity placed first in the men's division with a number called "the Enchanters." The Kappa Kappa Gamma, "Doll House," took like honors for the women. And the best act not representing an organized house was the duo piano team of Jim Miller and Bill Dougherty.

Pictured at right is Ritzie Williford who did a Military tap. Below, upper left, the girls are about to pounce on the coy young sir with the hanky. Below, upper right, is the act of the Pi Lambda Phi's, "Bees and the Flowers." Below, lower left, Camille Carter and Joe Knight present their version of an Apache dance. Below, lower right, the Alpha Gamma Delta entry in "Chief Attraction."